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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
&TEM: OF EDUCATION,

11" ushinyton, P. C October 8,1919.
SIR : There is, I believe, nothing in the Constitution or the laws of

the United States or of any of the .States compelling the use of the
English language, or prohibiting the free use of any other tongue.
Any person has a right in this country to express himself and to get
his information, inspiration, guidance, and hope through any lan-
guage within his power. But English is the common language of
the country, understood and spoken by more then 95 per cent of the
people. It is the language of the Constitution and of the statute laws
of the United States and of all the States, the language of our courts
of law and of all assemblies designed for other than special classes
of the population. Practically all the books which reveal American
ideals and interpret American life are printed in English, as are all
our more important magazines and newspapers intended for general
ciyetaation, and all the reports and bulletins of the administrative
departments of Federal and State Governments published for the
instruction and gu;dance of the people. It is the language of com-
merce, bitsiness, and general scrim] intercourse, the common means of
communication. Any man or woman in America who does not know
English is doomed to live only in the small world of some one racial
group and remain a stranger in the larger world of the whole people,
and must suffer a constant handicap in business and social converse.
Through lack of understanding rather than through ill will, any in-
dividual or group ignorant of the EngliSh language may at. any time
endangersthe public peace. It 'is therefore of great importwice both
to the welfare of the country and to the happiness and prosperity of
those among us who have rebently .come from countries of other
speech than ours that these be given every possible opportunity to
learn English, that they be induced to make use of these oppOrtuni-

.ties, and that the methods of teaching be adapted to their needs, so
that the task of learning a new language after they have passed the
age when languages are most easily learned may be made as easy and
attractive as possible. To offer the opportunity and...formulate the
Method is a large part of the task of 4.1ericanization in which this
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bureau is engaged. The manuscript herewith transmitted for publi-
cation as a bulletin of the Burettit of Education has been prepared
the regin,st of this bureau by Dr. Henry H. Goldberger. who bas had
much experience in teaching English to foreigners and in preparing

teachers for this work. The methods set 7Jrth arc baRed on sound

jpritples, and the bulletin should be very helpful as a.guide both to

teacher- of the foreign blurt and to those who are engaged in pre-

paring. ,tich teacher-.
Ev,p6rt Quhtnitted.

P. P. CLAxToN.
l'oniva.,..1/4ion. P.

The Sk Ith.1 A K OF I'll 4, i N Mkt ION.



PREFACE.

The processof transforming the mind of a man who speaks and
thinks in One language. so that an entirely different language can be
used easily and naturally, is a difficult one. Only within the past.few
years'has this process been given the general study it deserves. Re-
cently a number of colleges and universities hare_ been making in-
vestigations of the subject, and it is now commencing to take definite
form as a science.

At the National Conference on Methods off Americanization,
held under the auspices of the Department of the Interior in May,
1919, three session were devoted to die methods of .teaching.English
to the foreign born. At the close of the conference a committee of
leading teachers of immigrants was appointed and asked to submit
to this division a report which-would embody the underlying princi-
ples of this problem. The -report of this committee is presented as
a supplement hereto. The thanks of the department are dueto_tko
men who served upon this committee.

Based upon the report of this committee as well as upon the best
thofight okthe country as it was brought out at the 1919 conferenc,e,
this division asked Dr. IIenry II. Goldberger. of New York, to prepare
a simple and cOndise handbook for teachers upon. the subject of
teaching English to the foreign born. Dr., Goldberger is very. gen-
erally recognized as one of the leading educators of the country- in
this science. That this new work of his will prop e di inestimable
value to those who will be called to teach our foreign-born people, I
feel most confident.

This book is not intended as a text but rather as ,a suggestive out-
line ui n which the teacher can build to suit the needs of the par-
ticular eoples whom sbo is to teach, and their various degrees of
literacy. There are many good textbooks upon the market with
which the eaclaer ran upplement this present work. A short bibli-
ography o uchlexts is printed herewith.

If the te her has not herself taken a course of training in this
neWscience of teaching the foreign lxhn, she is urged to read care-
fully Av. Mahoney's book, "Training Teachers for Americallization,"
also published as a bulletin by the Bureau of Education.

FRED C. BUTLER,
Director of A merivertizal

Bureau of Edueatioti.



TEACHING ENGLISH TO THE FOREIGN BORN. .

CHAPTER I.

GENERAL PRINCIPLES.

Learning s fanguage is an exceedingly difficult process if the
learner already has one language Which serves his purpose. 'Many
of us know very little of our own language even though we were born
to it and ha vt spent a great many :tears in perfecting our knowledge.
With the exception 1Sf people Actuated by a thirst for knowledge or
for culture, few of us take the trouble to learn a second language
unless we are compelled to do so by our inability to communicate
with people with whom for social or economic reasons we wish to
communicate. The foreigeiborn who Ameri-
cans who live in foreign lands, prefer to live among their own kind,
to speak their own languages at home, to patronize shops where their
own languages are spoken and to -read books and newspapers printed
in the mother tongue. They learn so much of the language of
America as they need in getting along with-English-speaking people.
If all their needs are satisfied in Polish or Italian, the Poles and
Italians do not find it necessary to learn English.

The method of coercion advocated by some is haidly the method
by 'which independent, liberty-loving, self-determining Americans
are to be fashioned. But aside from its erect on th6 American spirit,
compulsion in learning the language of a country has heretofore

1.0 failed to justify itself in the European countries where it has had a long
and troublesome trial and is hardly likely to succeed in our country.

As long as Americans consciously isolate One of foreign birth by
social ostracism, by characterizing him with an opprobrious epithet;
by leaving him to his own devices in distinct foreign sections, so long
will we have the problem of finding adequate incentives for his learn-
inging English as a step-itoward his Americanization. With amider
understanding of our responsibility and a broader-minded attitude
on the part of Americana, this condition will no doubt ultimately
disappear.

.1522815°



10 TEACHING ENGIABH TO THE FOREIGN BORN.

The schoolroom, whether in a factory, church, home neighborhood
house, or school building, can approximate ideal conditions and pro-
vide adequate incentives by ridding itself of the traditional school-
room atmosphere and attitude in dealing with adults. sonic of whom
have never attended school and others who have attended have
learned to associate unpleasant restrictions with their school days.

SOCIALIZING THE TEACHING.

Comparatively few -of the immigrants to America ever go to
school in this country. and yet the great majority speak enough
English to make themselves understood and to umi rstand us. These
have picked up their knoWledge of English in social'and business
intercourse without formal lesson,. Many others. those who were
thrown in with English-speaking people. did not find it necessary t,,
speak English in their limited environment. By appi.oXimating life
conditions the school can overcome some of the psychological objec-
tions to "going to school,- can select what the. pupils can use in
their activities, and, above all, can furnish an adequate motive for
application in learning what the pupils realize is vital to them. The
foreign born are inclined.to associate school with children. hence in
many schools instead of forming " classes- for the teaching of Eng-
lish, teachers have attempted other adult forms of organization ; for
example, groups of women have been formed in sewing circles. can-
ning and preserving clubs. dressmaking clubs. cooking, millinery.
health and dpicing clubs. %Men have been organized into club,
for.

Cooperative buying. I moving.
Savings. Singing. tltalth.
Sanitation. Better housing. Industriuttraiilrig.
Benefit. Athletics, Utizenship.
Social purposes. Recreation. Debating.

-effect of such organization is-
1. relationship of teacher-pupil gives way to another relation-

ship that obtains in the world outside of the schoolroom.
2. Free communication is fostered.
8. The necessity for expressing himself in Englishbecomes real to

the learner.
4. It is a means of approach to people when the classroom would

not attract.
5. For the teacher, it serves the purpose of.supplying him with a

knowledge of What English the pupils require to know. Thus, in a
dancing (lass, the pupils asked to be taught: (1) How to introduce a
Mind; .(2) how to refuse to dance; (8) how to ask a lady to dance;
(4) bow to .isk ,a friend to the dance; (5) how. to ask a friend to
take refreshments; and (8) how to invite a friend to visit you.
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THE LEARNER'S POINT OF VIEW.

A guiding principle for the selection both of content and of method
in teaching English to the foreign born may be found in the prin-
ciple of use, i. e., teach to-day such English as the pupil can use at t
once in his contact with English-speaking people/For beginners,
-understanding the language of the people with whom they come in
contact. is more important than understanding the language. of

ell and of Emerson; to be able to address an English-speaking
erson is more vital than to be able to recite a bookful of English

useful only in the classroom; to read the common signs, warnings,
and directions printed in English is more necessary than to read
an English story; to write a simple letter more desirable than to
write an essay on "How I spent my birthday." Always the foreign
born desires to be taught such English as he can use at once in the
world outside of the classroom. And this English he desires to use
in making himself understood to people who do not speak his own
language: If it is a queStion of choice between using his native
language and using English, he will always use his native tongue.
Hence. the. school must select out of the vast body a English such
content as will serve the purpose of the foreign born in making him-
self understood to English-speaking people. He does not desire to'.
be taught a vocabulary or a sentence structure useful in talking to:
his brother or to his mother. He wants to talk and will willingly
undergo hardships to learn to speak to his English-speaking neigh:
bor, to his foreman. to the policeman, to the soalesman. When the
teacher does not consciously select usable English, the pupil doubts
his own ability to master so difficult a language. becomes discouraged'
at his inability to use what he has learned, and discontinues his
efforts to learn.

What is most important for a person who is learning English as a
new language? It will readily be seen that this matter of "impor-
tance" is largely determined by personal considerations, for what
is important to one person- may not be important to another. On
the following topics, however, th'e great mass of non-English-speak-
ing people will, if they are to talk to those who speak English, be
required to have some English knowledge:

1. Statements of the pupil's relationship with those with whom
he comes in contact!' Name, address, occupation, greetings, saluta-
tions, farewells, inquiries, showing gratitude. Statements about
himself and those in whom he is most interested: Age, weight, illness,
good health, pain, hunger, r, and thirst.

Schoolroom .activities, objects, and descriptive words and
phrases: Standing, walking, reading, writing, speaking, opening,
closing, coming, and going.
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3. Daily extra school needs: Buying, selling, repairing, cooking.
eating, looking for work, work*, riding, walking, together with
counting, weighing, measuring and the units used by the pupils.
visiting,_ enjoyments, spending leisure time and holidays. and
recreations.

4. Vocational expression: Occupations and technical expressions.
5. The house and family: Renting, furnishing, cleaning. and

beautifying the home: the members of the family and theif relation-
ships.

6. The community: The _pupil's relationship to the school, the
church, the lodge, trade or labor organizations, the newspaper,
theater, the post office, and local agencies for the promotion of his
well being and security, such as police. sanitation, licenses, and local
ordinances.

Local and national holidays: National ideals as PXempl i fied in
the lives of great Americans.

8. Formal civics: The relation of the city. State. and Nation.



CHAPTER. II.

ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION.

The best work can be done only when teachers.are working with
groups that are fairly homogeneous. If only enough pupils enter to
form one class, a teacher may have to do individual or group teach-
ing, especially if the members of the class are not all beginners.

Effective group teaching is accomplished by dividing the clas9
into two or three sections on the basis of some ability, such as is used
in the formation of whole classes. Each group is then taught as if
it were a class by itself, while the other groups are. given written
work or reading to do by themselves.

The pupil's knowledge of English is the best basis for the organiza-
tion of whole classes of foreign 'born or of groups within a single
class. The following is a suggested organization for three groups or
classes:

1. Beginnersto be subdivided into two groups:
(a) Those who speak no English, but who can read and write

their own languages.
(b) Those who speak no English, but are illiterate in their

own languages.
2. Intermediate:

Those who have completed the work for the beginners' classes;or
Those who have never gone to school before but who can make

themselves understood in English, and can read the begin-
ning lessons in an English to foreign text.

3. Advanced:
Those who have completed the intermediate class; or
Those who can carry on a conversation in English and can

read and understand a simple newspaper article.
Beginners' classes may be further subdivided on the basis of na-

tionality, their previous education, age,and.sex. Those kubdivisions
are, however, valuable only in the *inning, and shouldnot be re-
tained for long, because they tend to stratify groups of foreign born
and to emphasize the formation of national cliquA thus counter-
acting Americanization forces.

18



14 TEACHING ENGLISH TO THE FOREIGN BORN.

METHODS OF TEACHING.

THE DIRECT METHOD.

The first' question in teaching English to immigrants is " Shconld
the teacher use the native language of the pupil in teaching hint
English? " For most teachers there is no difficulty in deciding the
question because they know no foreign languages. However, even for
teachers who know several languages. it is best that they use a direct
method only, i. e.. that they teach English by using English as the
means of instruction. Such is the best practice throughout the country
to-day and it is founded on good -reason. Language is acquired by
use, by associating verbal expressions with objects, ideas or expei-
ences. Translation methods force the pupil to associate one language
form (English) with another language form (Italian) and a pupil
so taught must always think of the equivalent native word before he
can think of the English expressison. Translation methods do not
enable the pupil to think of an object, or to have an idea and to think
of the English words to express the idea. Direct methods enable the
pupil to say and think something in English. Since the problem
with most foreign-born people in America is to train them to speak
rather than to read or to write, the Direct Method is advocated.

This must not be understood to mean that the teacher should not
know the foreign language of his pupil. On the contrary such knowl-
edge is decidedly helpful in understanding the pupil's difficulties and
his point of view. But it does mean that the teacher must refrain
from ming the foreign hang-u age in. teaching. Every timed the
teacher' resorts to translation in making clear a word or a sentence.
she is making it easier for herself at the expense of the pupil's
progress. The more English the pupil hears and uses the sooner will
he he able to speak.

THE SYNTHETIC METHOD.

For a long time it was thought that a .knowledge of a. language
could be "built up" as we build a house or put up a piece of ma-
chinery by adding one part to another. Language, however, is
not a machine but an organism; it grows large and strong by use
just as the muscles of 4. body do. This has been understood and
applied for several centuries in the teaching of language. Every few
years, however, some old things are "rediscovered" and so it happens
that there are rediscovered the method of teaching English by "build-
ing" with the elements. Thus the alphabet method purposes to build
words by means of the letters. happily, this is no longer done any-
where. A word thod would use single isolated words to build
phrases and sentens. In order to teach single words teachers resort
to the device of pointing out objects- and saying, "This laity hat,"
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"This is a book." Used occasionally to point out the meaning of a
new word, "This is a latch," the device is valuable, but of course no

gone ever learned to speak in this way. One might know- the meanings
of all the words in the dictionary and be unable to put five of them
together in a sentence. But besides the impossibility of learnilig to
speak by it the method is exceedingly wasteful psychologically. Each
individual word is taught separately. There is no connection between
hat, coat, chair, desk, ceiling, floor, that makes one remember the
other words'if you think of one of them.- Hence these single words
must be drilled over and over mechanically to make them stick deep
since theyhave no support from-each other. Such teaching is tiring,
grinding, mechanical drill.

The process of building sentences by declining pronouns or by
conjugating verbs is equally futile in teaching a person to speak
English.

After a pupil has learned "I walk, thou Avalkest, he walks, we walk,
you walk, they walk,- he can not ask his way while out walking, nor
can he be quieted and kept on the drill by the promise that some day
he will be able if he sticks long enough. The an,swer is he does not,
and the school must adjust its teaching toN4 needs.

ANALYTIC-SYNTHETIC METHODS.

Quite generally synthetic processes of teaching language have been
replaced by analytic processes especially where the emphasis has been
on spoken rather than on written language. In analytic methods the
pupil begins not with an elementa letter or a wordbut with a
larger unit which is useful or interesting for its own sake. Thus the
pupil may begin with a whole sentence or even with a larger unit, a
series of sentences about some topic or theme. This is the basis of
Francois Gouin's procedure in developing the theme. On the theme
to "open the door" the teacher may construct a series of sentences to
describe the act; thus:

I walk to the door I walk.
I stop at the door I stop.
I stretch out my hand__ I stretch.
I turn the knob I turn.
I push the door I push.
The door moves moves.
I let go the knob I let go.

The procedure in constructing themes is as follows:
1. The teacher selects an "end" worth while to his pupil, e. g., "To

go to work," "to look for a job," "to visit the docto."
2. The teacher then constructs a series of sentences each describing

a certain act tending toward the acoomplishment, of tlhe end sought in
the theme.
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3. Thcsentences must be short and so worded that the meaning of
each ana every part of each sentence may be made dear to the foreign
born by means of actions, dramatizations, and by the use of objects or
picturas.

4. The sentences must be related to each other, either in time
sequence or by cause and effect.

5. Not more than 10 sentences can profitably he used in any one
theme, because of the difficulty of memorizing more than that
number.

The advantages to be derived from using the theme method are as
follows:

1. It can be used with beginners without the intermediation of a
foreign language: To maketsable in this way, however, it is

necessary that the teacher bear in mind that each sentence must be
such as to be made clear by objects, actions, and dramatizations.
When, however, the pupil has acquired sufficient knowledge of Eng-
lish to dispense with objectifying. the method should no longer lie
used, but rather the simple English which the pupil knows). should
then be employed to give him further command of the language.

2. The method emphasizes the teaching of sentences rather than of
isolated meaningless words and phrases. The fact that the sentences
are coherent and related to each other, makes it. easier for the pupils
tn understand, to learn and to recall them.

3. In the process of developing a theme. sufficient variety of drill is
provided to make possible the easy retention of sentence form.

The theme method, nevertheless, has a number of limitations; it is
not a panacea for teaching English. Moreover, it must be understLiod
that merely cutting t.p a paragraph into a-number of short lines and
placing a word to the right will not facilitate the problem of teaching
English. As soon as foreigner understands a little English, the
theme becalms a very artificial Process and a distinctly schoolroom
device. It is a bridge or a crutch for as long as the pupil needs an
interpreter. . The theme procedure is therefore supplethented by
other methods in order to work out a coherent ,lesson unit.

In addition to the themes developed in the lesson units, the follow-
ing theme subjects may be used when necessary :

To go to work.
To bathe.
To go to a restaurant.
To look for work.
To take the train.
To look for rooms.
To spay rent.
To. buy groceries.
To go to the doctor.
Td spend a holiday.
To go to school.

To write a letter.
To visit (the tuat=euni).
To clean the
Ott go to the library.
To send money home.
To introdoee a friend.
To telephone.
To cook dinner.,
To deposit money.
To draw, out money.

.1*
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CONVERSATION.

Conversation between teachers and pupils is the most natural way
of teaching English and is the most valuable exercise for pracOal
reasons. The earliest. exercises are designed to furnish--the teacher
with necessary information about the pupils, their needs and their
interests. Thus the teacher asks such questions as the folloWing:

With whom do you board?
Where were you born?
Who is your employer?
How ninny hours a day do you work?
How ninny children has you?

A later development in the process of securing free conversation is
that of questioning on the subject of the theme and of the reading
matter. Thus the pupils know the theme " Going to school :"

I put on my hat and coat. I say Goodbye.
I walk to school.. I enter the building.
I come Into the room.
The teacher now asks the following estions:
Mr. . do you walk to school?
Does Mr. walk to school?
Walk around the room, ?Ir.
Walk to the front of the room, Mr. ---,
Please put your hat on, etc.
For teaching idiomatic expressions, the method of dramatization is

most successfully used. To illustrIte: Two pupils arc instructed to
take the parts of salesman and of customer. As the dialogue pro-
ceeds, the teacher asks.other pupils to express the same thoughts in
bettor English, at the same time writing the correct expressions on
the board. After other pupils have gone through the same exercise,.!,
the class is instructed to copy those expressions which they like bes
The following topics suggest conversations of a practical nature from
which a teacher may select those which are most needed by his pupils:

Buyingian article,-e. g.. a hat, shoes, cigars, suit, clothing, furniture.
Repairing shoes, Clothing, machinery, furniture.
Renting a fiat, a room at a boarding house or hotel.
Ordering a meal, an expressman.
Checking a trunk.
Asking one's way in Street, in car, in department store, at a railroad terminal.
Telling time.
Applying for position, raise in salary, day off.
Getting a license to peddle, to sell liquors, to mare
Sending money' home.
Ordering insurance policy, fire, life, accident.
Opening bank account.
Introducing a friend.
Seeing a friend off.
Inviting someone to can, to dinner, theater, to visit.
Complaining to policeman, coreman.
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Going to a doctor, a dentist.
Taking a thlid to school, to be vaccinated.
Conversation on the weather.
In the, witness chair.

HOW TO USE A TEXTBOOK.

1. A language is learned primarily through the ear, and only sec-
ondarily through the eye. Children and illiterate adults are able to
speak English even though the eye has not aided them in the acqui-
sition. Reading a text may be made a most valuable aid in teaching
spoken English as well as in teaching reading, provided the text ma-
terial is properly constructed, and provided further, that the teacher
make some use of the text to insure that the learner has understood
its meaning.

2. Ordinarily, the tendency is very strong to ask foreign-born
pupils "to read" without -making sure that the reading means

It anything. The process of reading then consists of a series of mispro-
nunciations punctuated by the corrections of the teacher. Each mis -.
pronunciation helps to impress itself on the pupil's mind, an the
right pronunciation is acquired by accident; if it is acquired t all.

3. It must be borne in mind that a foreign-born pupil, erelv
because he is foreign born, is not, therefore, childish and ,that he
resents being treated as a child. "I am a little buttercup" is not
proper reading material for an able-bodied foreign-born laborer.
The teacher must select such books as appeal to the personal interest
of the pupils and stimulate the further desire to read. Books which.
usually begin with a vocabulary developed by the " This is a hat,"
"This is a chair," procedure do not make good reading material.
Vocabularies are to be explained by teachers in oral lessons, as pro-
vided for in these lesson units. Above all, the teacher must remem-
ber that the function of reading is to get thought from the printed
page, and that in order to get this thought, the meaning of the
language and the. recognition of the symbols which express that
language t6 us, must be well understood 4efore the Pupil is asked to
read. Hence the following procedure should in all cases be followed
in a reading lesson:

A. An introduction.
The function of the introduction is Or

(a) To interest the class in the subject matter of a lesson by
reference to a picture, a previous conversation, or
experience.

(b) To overcome the mechanical difficulties of understanding
and of recognizing new words by means of drills on the
board, introducing new words in conversation, by illus-
trating, objectifying, but never at this early stage, by
requiring definitions or by looking them up in the
4ietionary.
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B. Oral reading by the teacher as a model of pronunciation, enunci-
action, and expression.

C. Silent reading by the pupils to enable them to conquer one
difficulty at a time and to get the thought. While the pupils read
silently, the teacher walks about the room helping those who need
her help.

D. Testing the pupils' understanding of the reading matter by
questionsby having them obey directions: by dramatizations; by
,.tuninaries; by discussions.

FY Oral reading be pupils.
4. As a test of understanding of the reading matter, the teacher

must have sonic other means than oral reading. Modern textbooks
are beginning to supply such tests in a series of questions based on
the reading matter to insure that the pupil understatds, 10 give him
a reason for rereading, and to supply a natural method of drill. For
example, in a recent textbook, the following lesson appears:

WASHING Mk HANDS.

My hands are dirty. I turn up my sleeves. I take soap from a dish. I dip
she soup into the water. I rub the soap on my hands. I wash my hands in
the water. I dry my hands on a.towel. My hands are clean.

E.rereisea.

Are your hands clean or dirty?
My hands are
What In you turn up?
I my sleeves.
Where is the soup?
The soap is in the
What do you do with the soap?
I the soap Into the water.
what do you rub on your hands?

rub the on my
. With what do you dry your hands?

I dry may hands with a J
At the beginning the questions are simple and the nswers sug-

gested. Later on the question becomes more difficult, an the pupil
finds the answer in the text. Still later, the questions a such as to
call for ale reconstruction of the pupil's thought toget er with an
answer in the, pupil's own words, thus making for progress in ac-
quiring a vocabulary and in using it for conversational purposes.

NOTE BOOKS FOR PUPILS.

Each pupil should have a notebook in which to keep the written
work assigned and such personal jottings as the pupil desires to
make.
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TEACHER'S

The teacher's work will proc
and increased pleasure to herself i
rections i,n the lesson units, she will
each lesson. Such preparation had be
include:

1. What you expect to teach.
2. How you expect to take it up.
3. Special piipils whom you expect tiff ea
4. Information about pupils, about their

etc., that will affect the teaching.
5. The results o'1 interviews with employers,

gers, foremen, etc., concerning the specie). Eng]]
their employees.

REPARATION.

with greater profit to the pupils
n addition to following the di-
repare the work carefully for

er be written out and should

on.
Ives, needs, vocations,

REGISTRATION OF PUPILS.

employment mann-
' requirements of

Teachers should be furnished as soon as possible IN'th-a form of
registration card, on which the following data should i recorded:
Name, addressc age, married or single, country of birth, occupation,
employer, employer's address, and such other infonnatio as local
conditions may Plkuire. When necessary the aid of int preters
should be secured to obtain therequired information.

REGULARITY OF ATTENDANCE.

A pupil who stays away from one lesson finds it easy to stay away
from a second. Such pupils unless followed up speedily drop out.
The teacher must therefore take such interestin the pupil as to be
solicitous about him. The best way to show personal interest is to
call on him personally when his absence is.enexplained. If that be
impossible, appoint a committee of his classmates to call. The least
effective means to secure the return of an absent pupil is to write let-
ters and postal cards.

PROMPTNESS.

When pupils enter the classroom in a body, e. g., in a factory, no
difficulty is experienced with late entrants. When, however, the
pypils come from home, the ever-present danger is that they will
defer their time of going to school, especially if the teacher waits for
all to arrive before beginning the lesson. When the first pupil comes
in at the door, the successful teacher is on her feet welcoming him
and engaging him in conversation, correcting his written work, hear-
ing, him read, explaining a difficulty, or giving him an opportunity
to copy something from the board or from a book.



CHAPTER III.

DETAILED LESSON UNITS.

In the lesson plans that follow, a variety of exercises, nethods, and
devices lire used. No attempt has been made to follow any one
method exclu*-ely. Throughout the lessons, however, one main pur-
pose governs the selection of subject matter and of method, i. e., the
availability of the lesson content for use by the pupil. These lessons
are intended moreover for beginning pupils only and especially are
intended to precede the more advanced lessons to be found in the
better grade of recent textboo

The lessons are arranged in units of six or seven kinds of exercises,
ends dovetailing with, supporting, and Supplementing the other.
There are 10 such lesson units. The main substance of each lesson
unit consists of a short theme. Out of the theme are developed
all other drills and formal exercises. Each unit is complete in itself,
and should be mastered by the pupil before he is permitted to con-
tinue to the next. Pupils, however, differ so greatly in their ability
to learn tbat no one can foretell the number of lessons or the number
of hourAf instruction required by any given class to complete the
work of a single unit. It is necessary, however, that the teacher de-
vote sufficient time to each exercise, and especially that the teacher
do not overemphasize the importance of any one exercise by devoting
too much time to it. The following table' suggests the iittximtun
time limit for each exercise:

E Itemise.
Two.
hour

session.

One and
one-hall-

hour
!seldom.

One-
hour

session.

Minutes.
Coneerlstion

WTheorndiedrill

20
35
to

15
30

5
20
10

Sentence drill 10 5 g
Writing 30 25* 20
Incidental reeding 10 a
Physical training 5 S

120 00

Altornato lossoin.
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LESSON UNIT I.
1. CosvzssAnoN:

Establish friendly relations with) the wedthers of the class; a hearty
handshake, a captivating smile and au optimistic outlook are essential to the
stock -in- trade of a teacher of adults. Take pains to become Interested in the
individual under instruction rather than In the subject matter which you teach.
One of the best ways of approach with people who speak no English Is to in-
troduce yourself and to ask that they introduce themselves in turn to you.
Thus the teacher says: "My hame is ." "What is your name?"

Have each person say, "My name is
To vary the procedure ask, "What Is his (or her) name?"
Let the pupils saY, `- '-.His (her) name is
Use such expressiods as "Good," "That's good," " You understand," to en-

courage the pupils. If a pupil dots not understand, pass on to another and come
back to him. Above all, show no signs of impatience, and keep smiling.

Teach "Good evening," "Good morning," "Good afternoon," or "Good night."
as its the time of day when the class meets add when you dismiss it. Let
the apils answer in the same way:
2. DEVELOP THE THEME:

Getting up in the morning.

I open my eyes. (Dramatize.)
I look at the dock. (Show on a clock or (m a diagram on the

blackboard.)
It is six o'clock. (Show the time ou a clock face.)
I get out of bed. (A picture will do.)
The water runs into the sink: (A model or a picture.)
I wash myself. (Dramatize.)
I dress myself. (Dramatize.)
I comb my hair. (Dramatize.)
I brush my teeth. (Dramatize.)
It is half past six. (Show clock face.)

3. PROCEDURE:

1. Stand in front of the class-ttud command attention. Shut your eyes and
say, ." I shut my eyes."

Open your eyes slowly and say, "I open my eyes."
2. Let the class perform the act of opening the eyes and saying "I open my

eyes." Let Individual pupils do this and say the words.
8. Open your eyes once more, say. " I open my eyes" and write'"I open my

eyes" on the board.
4. Let pupils perform the net, say the words, and rend the words from the

board.
Nary: ,Don't worry about their knowing the letters or the sounds of the let-

ters. They "read" when they are able to say "I open my eyes" and to realize
that the marks on the board mean "I open my eyes," even though they may for
the time being be unable to recognize a single word or a single letter.

5. In the same way teach as many of the other sentences in. de theme as
you can in about 80 minutes. - Make sure that every member of the class un-
derstands each sentence by performing the act and saying the words describing
it or by indicating the meaning. Thus the sentence " It is half past six "
may be illustrated on a clock fate or on a diagram.

6. Let the pupils copy as many of the sentences as you have taught.
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7. -Whi le the class is trying to copy select the illiterates and group them by
themselves. Whenever possible lillterateS should be taught in a class by
themselves, as their progress will be much slower. When the number under
instruction does not warrant forming a special class of illiterates, It is best to
group them and to furnish them with special exercises while the rest of the
class Is being taught. Thus, while the class is copying from the board, the
illiterates may be practicing the writing of their names from the individual
copies furnished by the teacher.

. 8. Test the pupils' understanding of the sentences taught by directing them
to perform the act while you speak the sentence; thus,. say "Mr. , wash
yourself." Mr. performs the act of washing and says, "I wash myself."
4. READING :

Review the theme or so much of It as you have taught by having the pupils
pertoim the act and speak the sentence. Now let them reed each sentence as a
whole.' Make sure they do not chop off each word separately, "I-open-my-eyes."
If they are inclined to do this. let them once more soy the sentence fluently.
5. WORD DRILL:

So far the pupil has been taught to recognize an entire sentence. He must
be taught to recognize individual words as well in order that he may be able
to read new sentences. For this purpose the following exercises are intended?'

1. Point to "open," "eyes." " my," " I." Have ptipils recognize them add
say them as rapidly as possible. If they fall. point to the entire sentence and
let pupils repent the sentence until they come to the word you want them to
read.

2. Write thc words In column in irregular order, e. g.,
my
I

open
' eyes

Have pupils read the words.
3. Call the words of a sentence In any order and let pupils find them on the

board.
4. Write or print each word on a stHY card about 6 Inches square. Let the

pupils read the word as you present the card.
5. Teach the recognition of as many of the words of a theme as the pupils

can master in a 10-minute lesson. If all exercises under this head can not be
used In one lesson. reserve some of them for future lessons in word drill.

6. 'Rearrange the words taught and have pupils read them; thus
"Look at my eyes."
"My eyes look."
"Open the clock."
"Look at the bed,"
" I wash my eyes."
" Open the bed."

6. Pliorric DULL:
Adults who read their own language will find little difficulty in recognising

the sounds of most English consonants. They will find difficulty In recognizing
some phonograms like fight, ought, aim, aw, eau, eigh. For them, exercises in
phonic recognition serve the purpose of extending their reading vocabularies.

Illiterates must be taught to associate the correct sound with each consonant
as it occurs In a word whose meaning they know and which they can pronounce
as a whole. The purpose Of these exercises in phonics is to furnish the pupil
with a key to the recognition of new words. Separate "look" into l-opk;
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sound "ook;" pupils sound 1 and "ook." Similarly, sound b-ed; r-un, g-et,
dr-esa, past.

New combine as many of the sounds as form real words, making sure the
pupils understand the words thus formed, e. g., from 1-ook, b-ed, r-nn, p-nst,
g-et, h-alf, the pupils form book, 1-ed- r-ed, 1-ast, g-un, p-et, h-ook, hl-ock,
br-ook, b-un, b-et.

LESSON UNIT II.
I. cONVERSATION

Teach pupils to give their addresses and to write them; thus you say, "1 lire
at 145 State Street." " Where do you live, Mr. Brown?"

If Mr. Brown does not understand repeat the question and pass on to someone
else who does, and then go hack to Mr. Brown. Have pupils write their names
and addresses. Furnish a copy to each Illiterate and let him practice writing
his name first, and then his address. While the others are writing help the
illiterates.

2. DEVEIAW THE. THEME:
Making the fire.

It is cold.
I take some paper.
I put the paper into the stove.
I put some wood on the paper.
I strike a match.
I light the paper.
The paper burns.
The wood burns.

put some coal on the fire.
It is warm.

NorE: If possible have a stove and all the necessary materials for making a
Are. If this is not possible have all other material and go through the process
of making a fire without, of course, lighting the paper.

3. WORD DRILL:

Drill on rapid recognition of words like cold, take, sonic, paper, wood, fire,
etc. Follow procedure in Unit I.

4. SENTENCE DRILL :

Sentence reading after sentences have been developed by the procedure in
Theme I. Form new sentences on the board; make sure the pupils understand
the meaning by having them perform the tact and then let them read

" Put wood on the paper."
"Take some cold water."
"I put the warm water on my eyes."
"Put the cold water on the stove."
"I wash myself with warm water."

/ 6. PHONIC DRILL:
Review the rapid recognition of b, r, g, p, I/ cl, d, dr, b, br, ed, et, ess, un,

ast, ook. ,
Teach the sounds of

t from take.
a from some.
m from match.

ilOttw from warm (w Is by pursing tbe lips as for whistling no).
f from lire.
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Form new words
take some match look
hake come latch cook
lake catch
wake
run get fire last
gun wet wire mast
sun litre fast
fun tire

O. PnrsicAL EXERCISES

The object of these exercises is twofold:
I. To furnish relaxation when the class tires. Hence these exercises should

be given at the middle of the period devoted to English instruction.
2. To tench the vocabulary of the parts of the body in a natural way. Per-

form each act to Indicate its meaning. Let the class follow you.
Class stand.
Face the windows.
Breathe in. r)i

Breathe out. (Do this eight time, the teacher counting out loud " one,
two three, four, five, six, seven, eight." Say " Through your nose.
Shut your mouth." Interpret the meaning by performing the acts.)

Face front.
'Arms upward, stretch. Down. (Count four.)

LESSON UNIT III.
1. CosvutsAvms:

Review "My name is ." "I live at
Teach."How.do you do?" "I am well, thank you."
Teach them to write "I am a (occupation)." I work for

(name of employer)."
Nova: In the case of women unemployed, teach instead "My husband

(brother. father. etc.) is a ." "He works fo'r
2. itaixw or TnEmEs:

Write one of the two themes so far learned on the hoard, omitting an im-
portant word in each sentence. Let the pupils copy the theme from the
board, filling in the omitted word from memory. Fill in the blank spaces and
let the pupils compare their work with the work on the board. Thus,

I my eyes.
I look at the
It six o'clock.
I out of bed.
The water runs into the

3. INCIDENTAL READING :
Prepare a set of cards about MX Inches square on which are neatly printed

such signs as the pupils are likely to see In their daily walks or in their places
of employment. Exhibit one of these hereafter at every lesson and spend
about Ave minutes in letting the pupils respond by action to them. Thus piece
EXIT, or ENTRANCE over the doors or over roped-off sections' of a room and
Pee that pupils enter and go out by the proper doors.

Similarly, show one higu during each succeeding lesson, paying especial at-
tention to the signs in factories and in the neighborhood. Suggest that pupils
copy signs which they see and do not understand and bring them into the AIM-
room for explanation. It is necessary that pupils know what these signs-mean.
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It is not necessary that they know haw to spell the words: NO SMOKING,
NO ADMITTANCE, DANGER, CURRENT ON, PAY WINDOW, MEN
WANTED, FIRE ESCAI'E.

4. PHYSICAL TRAINING:
Same as before.
Introduce "Turn head to the right". "Front". Four times.

IS. DEVELOP THE THEME:

It is seven o'clock.
I am hungry.
The table Is set.
I walk tothe table.
I sit down.
I eat my breakfast.
I drink a glass of milk (teacoffee--cocoa).
I eat a piece of bread and butter.
I drink a glass of water.
I get up from the table.

Eating breakfasalN,...

13. WORD Dana.:

It look get clock bread
sit book let block head
old some walk down
cold come talk town
ear table drink eat
dear fable ink meat

gable sink beat
heat

7. SENTENCE DRILL: I

Let the pupils read these sentences siledtly, carry out the directions, and then
read aloud:

Set 'the table.
Wash the glass.
Take a piece of bread.
Warm the milk.
Put some butter on the bread.
Sit at the table.
Put some,cold water Into the glass.

LESSON UNIT IV.
1. CONVERSATION :

Review greetings:
"Row do you do?"
"My name Is
" I live at
" I am ,

" I work for
Teach: "I am years old." "I am married (single)."
Writing: Have pupils fill In blank spaces in the above after they have had

practice in doing so orally.
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Going to work.
It is half past seven.
It is eery cold on the street.
I put on my hat and coat.
I say "Good-by."
I do not Valk.
I ride to the shop.
I enter the shop.
I take my hat and coat off quickly.
I put on my working clothes.
The whistle blows.
I' begin to work.

3. Wolin thou.:
ipb1 recognition of quickly, clothes, good-by, whIctie, walk, very.

street coat 1 take shop
meet boat bake stop
hat past cake shop
cat last very shut
blow quickly vinegar shake
shox, quietly how

4. SENTENCE DRILL:
Put your hat on quickly (slowly).
Walk until the whistle blows.
Run quickly to bed.
What time Is it?
Blow your whistle.
Take your hat off.
Do not take your coat off.

\
5. REVIEW OF THEMES:

Have pupils fill in blank spaces in sentenees\taken from the themes. See
Theme III.

G. PHYSICAL TEAMING:
Same as before.

-

Teach "Bend your knees. Four times.
7. INCIDENTAL READING:

One alga.
LESSON l'SIT V.

I. CONVERSATION :
Review previous conversational expressions.
TeachHours of work, e. g., "I work from S o'clock in the morning until

o'clock at night." .

By this time the pupils have heard counting several times; teach them to
count to 100.

To test them, ask such questions as " How many hands have you?" (Show
hands.)

"How many fingers have you?"
"How many children have you?"
"How many rooms have you?"
"How many hours do you work/ "
" How much do you earn?"
"How many days In the week?" (Say Monday, Tuesday, WednesdaY,

etc., to make them understand.)
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'212. DEVELOP THE THEME:

The noon hour.

I am hungry (thirsty).
The whistle blows just at 12 o'clock.
I stop work.
I wash my hands and face.
I dry my hands and f ce with a toweL
I go to the lunch room.
I sit at the table.
I buy a cup of coffee.
I put some sugar into the coffee.
I eat my lunch.
I rest from 12 to 1.
Th:. whistle blows again.
I begin to Nvork again,

3. Wosu DRILL:
lunch rvst hand face
Lunch ct aurant land place

baml race
and

stop lun ^h wash
why dr"ip church shave
my shop
.1u-4 whist le t how -ls1) sugar
junin why (hoo-al) sure

Nvhere
when
who
whose
whom

4, St:NiuNcE
After teaching the theme as it stands, let one pupil go through the actions

once more and you describe his actions in the third person., thus:
" He (she) is hungry."

He stops work."
" He washes his hands and face."

Ht. dries his hands and face with a towel."
" He goes to the lunch rbora," etc.

Drill the pupils on describing another's acts in the third person. Point out
the s which Is usually added when speaking of another, I, e., I walk. He-she-

. walks.

5. INCIDENTAL HEADING

Teach one sign.
Teach the meaning of two or three words used In the Industry of the pupil.
Where all the mills are employed in the same industry, the teacher may

obtain some of the tools or materials used and build a theme around thein after
the manner in which the general themes In these lessons tire built. When pupils
are not in the same industry the pupils may be encovraged to bring the mate-
rials and small tools to school. The teacher then labels each object by attach-
ing a card to the object. Thus the teacher labels a pick, a spade, a shoiel and
Pronounces the word. Where the objects themselves can not be brought to the
classroom use pictures,. drawings, diagrams, models, etc. Not more than two
or three objects should be taught in one lesson in this way.

For women not In Industry, teach in this lesson and in every succeeding les-
son the names of twp.or three objects whkh they buy or about which they w\li
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likely want to talk tdr English-speaking people, e. g., baby, milk, bath, scrub,
oatmeal, articles of clothing, food, furniture, etc.

6. PHYRICAL TRAINING :

Review all previous exercises.
Tench "Arms on hips, place. Dim n." Your times.

LESSON UNIT VI.
1. CoNvEss..mos :

Review giving names, addresses, ,,ccupations, counting objects..
Teach asking the price of a number of articles such as hat, coat, shoes, gloves,

rent of a room, a day's work, etc. Thus:
Queation.How much does this hat cost? or, How touch do you want for this

hat?
Answe.This hat costs three dollars. (Write:three thIllars on the board.)
Each pupil should be called upon to ask and to answer the question.
By writing the cost of various articles on the board, the pupils will learn

to read American isoney. Thus, $1.75; 16 cents or 160; 2 for a quarter, etc.
2. DEVELOP THF. THEME:

Stopping work. 41

I work hard.
I am tired.
The whistle blows again at six o'clock.
I stop work.
I take off my workinv clothes.
I wash myself.
I put on my hat and overcoat.
I walk into the street.
I open the door.
I eider the house.
"(;ood evening. how do you do?"

3. Wont) Drum.:
Again, tired, working, evening, overcoat.
hard blow street enter
card blows meet entrance
lard flow feet

flows
show.
lows

working evening getting
stopping making morning
going washing

SENTENCE DRILL:

Have pupils dramatize the sentences and let erfch change them using " he"
or " she" insiend of "I."

5. WRITING:

Have pupliNil In blank spaces for the verbs in the theme using; the third/
person. thus:.He --

He wt*.k.
He off his working clothes.
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8. INCIDENTAL READING:
Teach one sign.
Teach the meanings of two or three words used in the pupils industry or

homes.
7. PHYSICAL TRAINING:

Review all previous exercises.
Teach "Rise on toes. Down." Four times. "Get your heels off the floor."

Indicate meaning.
LESSON uNIT

1. CON VERSATION
Review asking questions about the rust. of articies.
Review "I am married (single)."
Teach the natnesitf nalatives, e. g.. father, mother, Wither, sister, child,

son, daughter, cousin, uncle.
Begin with some pupil who you know is married. Say, " Are you marrithl?"

He answers: "I am married."
" What is your wife's name?"

Have you a child?" If he does not uuder-tand, mention the name
of hIs
You are his father (or mother)."

Do the same with all the pupils in the class, developing in this way the
meanings of the other words showing relationships by recalling their known
relationships.
2. DEvi.or THE THEME:

Ealing xiipper.
The table is set.
I have a knife, a fork, and a spoon near my plate.
My wife puts the supper on the table. (Waitress, Nvalter, Mrs. X.)
My boy John sits down (or Mr. ).
My girl Mary sits down (or Miss ).
My wife sits down (or Mrs.
I sit down next to my wife.
We eat our supper.
After supper I smoke my jApe.

NOTE: Change the words in the theme n, 11041011 to meet different conditions.
S. Wm) DRILL:

Set wife it table pipe

get life its able ripe
let
met

knife sit
sits
knit
knits

wipe

boy our supper plate smoke
joy sour upper late joke
toy slate poke

stoke
coke

4. SENTENCE DRILL:
I eat my breakfast at 7 o'clock.

, You eat your lunch at 12 o'clock.
W eat our supper at 0 o'clock In the evening.-
My wife sets the table.
She puts some bread on the table.
Next 'to my plate is a knife. 0,
I cut bread with the knife.
I put sugar Into my coffee with the spoon.
I hold meat with the fork,
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5. WRITING:
Have pupils flitlflank spaces In the theme. Thus,

I eat my breakfast at o'clock.
You eat your lunch at o'clock.
We eat our supper at o'clock.

6. INCIDENTAL READING :
Teach one sign.
Teach the names of two or three objects in industry or home. It is advisable
associate some action with the object rather than have it merely pointed

o . Thus, " I drive the nail with the -hammer" helps to associate "drive"
" nail" and " hammer." This makes it easier to teach and easier to re-

ember than by teaching " This Is n " This Is a hammer."
7. PHI SICAL TRAINING:

Review all previous exercises.
Teach "F.end bodies to the right. To the left." Four times.

LESSON UNIT VIII.
1. CONVERSATION' :

Review the names of the members of the pupils' families by asking about
,tlfem; thus. "Mr. X, how is your..wife?"

Teach him to answer " She is well, thank you."
After you have reviewed the vhrlous members of the family, let the pupils

question each other.
Teach the names of the countries from which the pupils came; thus, begin

with a pupil whose birthplace you know, and say, "Mr. Frank, were you born
in Russia?"

Teach him to say " I was born in Russia."
Ask the other pupils "Wilde were you born?"
As they are given, write ,the names of the countries on the board. Then

write " I was born in and let the pupils fill in the country of birth.
/2. DEVELOP THE FOLLOWING CONVERSATION:

Dramatize the lesson by taking part yourself; after the thought has heen
developed, write the sentences on the board and let the pupils dramatize.

The bell rings.
"Come in."
"Good evening."
" Good evening, Mr. . Please take a seat."
" Thank you. How-do you feel, Mrs. X."
" I am very well, thank you. How is Mrs.
" She is very tired."
" Did she wash clothes to-day?"
" Yes, and she ironed them, too."
"How are the children?'
" Itly boy is well but the girl Is sick."
" What Is the matter with her?"
"The doctor says she needs it rest."'
" I hope she feels better."
"Thank you You are very kind."
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3. WORD DRIT.T.:.
iron, thank, children, doctor, kind, too.
child ring ringing well need
wild rings bringing fell heeds
mild bring evening tell feed

brings sell feedS
knife thank kind feel
knee thin heel
know steel

kneel
4. SENTENCE DRILL: P-

Review Theme I by changing the sentences to the second person; thus: you
vpen your eyes. You look at the clock.

In later lessons other previous themes may 1w changed to the first person
plural: "We open our eyes."

Or to the third person plural: "They open their eyes."
Not more than one variation, however, 'should 1w attempted In one lesson.

n. WRITING:
Dictate three or four sentences from Theme I. Have pupils write and then

compare their work with a correct copy on the board.
O. INCIDENTAL. READING:

Teach one sign.
Teach the meaning Iwo nr three words 111101 j11 the pupils' industries or

homes.
7. PHYSICAL TRAINING:

ReView previous exercises.
Teach "Point in front of you." " Point back of you."

LESSON UNIT IN.
1. CONVERSATION:

Review telling the time by indicating it on n clock face or on a diagram.
Teach "What time Is It?"

"Ten minutes past two."
"A quarter past thee."
"Half past eight." etc.

Test by asking such questions as
" What time do you get up in the morning?"
"What time do you go to lunch?"
" When do you go to sleep?"

What time (10 you go to bed on Saturday--on Sunday, etc.?"
2. DEVELOP THE THEME:

Putting the children to bed.
It Is 9 o'clock.
My children are tired.
John is sleepy.
Mary AMIN-and nods.
"Go to be children."
"It is late."
"Good night, papa and mamma."
They kiss me.
They go to bed.
The house is quiet.
I read the newspaper.
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3. Wow) Drum.:
Ns] go house tight
red
fed

SO

no

1111111,, fright
might

good kiss nod bright
wood miss Clod light

- hiss
4. SF.NTKNO:

At 9 o'clock my children go to bed.
They are very tired and sleepy.
They en to bed early.
John is htalthy and strong.
Mary Is sickly and weak..

r WKITINC:
Peach Pupils to address an envelope to themselves.

Mr. Itrown.
43 Stat Street.

oriole, III

33

and then MI envelope to s 41110 To '.thank they are likely to write. 0. g.. the
teacher. the foreman, the ettitiloyer, the landlord, some relative, etc.
G. IrictintsTAI. ItgAnt NG:

'reach one sign.
Teach the meanings of two or three words used In the pupils' industries or

homes.
7. I'llYSOAl. TRAINING:

11eVIOW previous oNerolspS,
Tench " Forward march." " !hilt."

1.F.S811N UNIT X.
1. CONVEKNATIoN: 411i

Review the days of the week.
Ask such questions as

" What day is this?"
"What day was yesterday?"
"What day %%ill Iv-morrow be?"
"On wind day do you 'rest?"
"On what day do you go to church?"
"On. what day were you married?"

From now on write the date on the hoard during each lessim and hoVO 'the
pupils copy it into their notels.4s)thus. Tuestlay, November Is. 1919.
2. TIEVVILOP TFIF. TIME

00iIty ft/ bud.
It 1Rlitte.
I feel sleepy.

go t. illy bedroom.
I undress myself.
I put on my night clothes.

, .1 turn out the gum. 1 Blow out the lamp.)
TlicrhoUse is dark.
I get into bed.
I cover myself with a blanket
I fall asleep.
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3. Wm) innu.:
late undress turn fall
ate unhappy burn all
hate unwilling tall
gate unable ball

call

E FOREIGN BORN.

dark rem rk
bark shark
mark park

4. SENTENCE DRILL: -

Change the sentences in the theme to th ust tense by prefixing " Yesterday "
to each sentence, thus, Yesterday it was 10.. I felt sleepy. etc.
5. WRITING:

Review addressing an envel e.
Teach proper heading and s Mt:atoll and close to gI business letter;

Sir. Thomas Smith,
15 Broad Street,

()Hole. Pa.

Dear Sir:

Yours truly,

25 Pershing Avenue,
Downey, Ohio.

6. Ixcinr.vrAt, ItEAD;No:
Teach one sign ; one motto.
Const mit sentences with words taught by phonic dr4s. Have pupils read

thin silently, then aloud._
7. PHYSICAL TRAINING :

Review previous exercises.
Teach "Close fists. Open fists. Stretch your fingers." Eight times.

SUBSEQUENT LESSON UNITS.

Probably the mdst effective work in teaching English to foreigners
can be done when classes are .organizOd in industries, with the co-
opertition of the employers. Experience has shown that adults find
it irksome to return to school in the evening after a hard day's work
in factory or shop. The familiar environment of the "shop," the
customary business attitude of the workers, help to provide an atmos-
phere of seriousness and continuity which is lacking when pupils
leave their work for homeito return later to a school. The break
between work and school must not be so abrupt as to require extra-
ordinary energy from the pupil in putting himWf into an entirely

4p
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-new frame'of mind. Psychologically, there is a great gain when the
worker, without. any undue strain, is at the same time the pupil
'Own the work attitude is carried over into the pupil attitude.

The gain is not only psychological. The selection of lesson ma-
terial and of method of instruction is controlled by the-needs, inter-
ests and desires of the pupil. The more nearly alike these. needs,
interests and desires in learning English are, the more likely is the
teacher to satisfy the pupils and to adjust his teaching to meet their
ever present needs. This condition is best obtained where the pupils
of any given class work at the same processes, in the same industry,
requiring the same English sentences to express their itleits. Every
industry has its own technical -expressions, its own procedure, its
own customs. The successful teacher of English to men and women
in industry must make himself thoroughly familiar with all these,
and must base his lessons on the English useful to the pupils in the
specific work at which they are engaged. Instead of teaching a pupil
how to apply for an imaginary job, the teacher must connect his
present. job with the unique procedure in getting it. Rather than
teach a carpenter the English that goes with laying bricks, the teacher
must plan the lesson to be of value to the carpenter. It is better for
the pupil to understand the signs posted. in hisfact (icy than the signs
in any other factory.

.

To the teacher the time expended in familiarizing himself with
local industrial conditions. will be time Well spent. Not only will lie
secure a .body of subject matter for his English instruction which
will be far superior to any ready-made lessons, but by relating his
lessons to the pupils' vocations lie will secure the interest of his pupils
and the active cooperation of their employers. The teacher must
bear hi mind that his success depends largely on the hacking of *em-
ployers and industrial managers. The latter must lk made to feel
that, aside from patriotic consideration, teaching English to their
non-English-speaking workers is a necessity; that it in better
understanding, in better 'workmanship, in improved spirit.

Obviously, it is not possible to draw up it series of lessons to be-
effective in the great variety of industries found in our country.
Merely by way' of suggestion, the following lessons are presented
with the further statement that. the teacher must adapt the lesson to
the situation as lw finds it and must add other lessons usable in the
industry of the pupil :

Lookin(/ (01' tOk.
4,11*-'-'John is a inoltlesftranittier. presser. fireman, etc.).

He has no job.
He wants to work.
Ile wallot ttroun the streets. lie Is looking for work.
He sees a sign .:,Slolderts wanted."

3
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He walks into the factory.
The foreman (employment manager, superintendent) comes is.
"Do you want molders?"
" Yes. Have you any experience?"
" I have three years' experience."
"For whom did you work?"
" I worked for Johnsoi & Company."
" How much do you want?"
" I want dollars a day."
" We pay by the week. We pay a week."
" We pay by the piece. We pay a piece."
"All right. I'U take the job."
" When can you begin to work?"
"I can begin to-morrow morning."
"All right. Here is a ticket with your number. I shall expect you."

Beginning work.

John came to the factory at 7 o'clock.
He walked in.
The foreman said. "Good morning, John. Come with we."
He showed John how to punch the clock.
Then John put his hat and coat into a locker.
He put on if pair of overalls.
The foreman said, "Come with tue to t oundr. " (drying room, machine

shop, etc.).
Everybody was working.
The foreman called Mike.
"Mike. this is John. Hoe will work with you."
The two men shook bands.
John walked away with Mike and began to work.

Pao day.

To-day is pay day.
The cashier (pay clerk, paymaster, foreman, etc.) comes into the factory.
He carries a leather bag.
In the bag are envelopes.
Each envelope holds the pay of a workman.
The men stand M line.
The cashier (pay clerk, paymaster, foreman, etc.) says. " What Is your

,name?"
" My name is John Brown."
"What is your .number?"
"My number is 465."
"Here is your envelope."
"Thank you."
John opens the envelope.
He counts the money.
It is right.

Ott AOCIDNNT.

A man was hurt in our factory.
He did not obey the danger sign.
The sign read, "Danger. Do not touch."
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He could read English, but he was careless.
He touched a piece of hot metal.
The hot metal burned his hand.
He fell down and fainted.
We took him to the emergency room.
The doctor treated his hand.
Then he put a bandage on the man's hand and sent him home.
The man will not be able to work for a week.

PLANING A WARD..

I am a carpenter.
I take a board.
It is rough.
1 put it into the vise.
I go to the tool rack.
I take a jack plane.
I plane one side of the .board.
I open the vise.

take out the board.
I turn the board around.
1 plane the other side.
The board Is smooth on two sides.

I
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(Report of the Committee on Methods of Teaching Eng 71.4 to the
Foreign Born.)

Mr. FLIED C. Buriza, Director of .tmericani.:ation. Washington. D. C.
Dan SIR: The committee upon Metlasis of Teaching English to the Foreign

Born, appointed it the National Conference on Methods of Americanization,
held In Washington In May. 1919, submits Its report us follows:

Introduction.- Tvneliing-English to non-English-speakiog people is merely one
phase of the general problem of foreign-language instruction. Because of this
the principles underlying n comprehensive method of teaching English to the
foreign born are the same as those that underlie the teaching of a foreign
language to American men and women of equal education and Intelligence.

It is the understanding of this committee that the suggestions regarding
method were intended to apply to teaching English to beginners. since this phase
of the work differs more.witlely from the customary methods employed In teach
lag English to the Intermediate and advanced groups.

Types of method.Methods of teaching foreign languages may be classified
In many ways. When we think of the language that Isdised as a inettn.4 of
communication between teacher and pupil we may class the method as eit Lor
direct or indirect Indirect when the teacher is able to speak the language
of the pupils and uses it in the teaching; direst when the teaching is carried
on entirely in the new langhage.

Again the methods may be classed as synthetic or analytic according to the
unit of advance used is the teaching. The method nay be .sold to be syn
thetic when the attempt is made to build a vocabulary by the mastery of Isolated
words and then out of this material it Is attempted to construct sentences.
A Method may be said to be analytic when the sentence Is taken-as the unit
and is later analyzed Into its separate parts.

It is the opinion of this committee that the results achieved by the Intelligent
use of the direct method, which is not synthetic in plan but which does depend
upon the sentence as the unit of language, are the most satisfactory. The direct
method to be satisfactory, however, must be completely and carefully organized
and the material for the early lessons must be selected with great care.

Source of leseon material.The committee feels that grave mistakes have
been made In the past In the choice of lesson material for classes of the foreign
born because too much emphasis has been placed upon the Iltenary features
of the English language and too little placed upon the actual every-day English
that the pupil needs for his holm. industrial, and community life. Instead
of selecting material for Its literary value. It is better to select the subject
matter of the lessons from the geld of common, every-day experiences of ,the
individual, to the end that he may learn to express himself in English on sub-
jects about 'which he 1S likely to have the opportunity of talking to English-
speaking people.

88
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Clussiitcation of pupils. It is a well-known fact that individuals differ in

intellectual power and educational attainments. Classes. after all. are only
groups of individuals, and it has been found possible to adjust the groupings .of these Individuals in such fashion that each class can make the greatest
amount of progress In the shortest time. The following principles of classifica-
tion will be found valuable in this respect:

(1) Grouping according to race.When dealing with real beginners, those
ache easi speak and understand no English, it Is adviseable to recognize the
principle of classification by race. In this way racial antipathies are avoided
and groups that are homogeneous both as to racial backgrounds and intellectual
achievements eau be brought together. Later on. after the preliminary lessons'
have been given, it will be advisable to break down the barriers of race by
organizing the classes upon some other basis. i

(2) Classification by sex. Where numbers warrant, it is often advisable
to classify men anti women separately. If such a cow* is impossible on
account of lack of numbers. divide the class into two groups, placing the women
in one group and the men In another.

18) Classification on the basis of knowledge of English.The third p ciple
of classifi acation is found in the mo English that Is already the p rtyof the pupiLs. Three main groups slide on this basis: Beginners, ter-
mediates, and advanced. In the first class should be placed those who do not
speak, understand, read or write any English, or very little English. In the
second group may be placed those who are aide to speak much English rather
poorly or a little English quite well, who are able to read simple English sen-
tences with understntitling. said who are able to write slifirt sentences from
dictation. .In the third group may be placed those who are able to talk on
subjects of general interest. who are able to read simple news items in the
daily paper, and who are able to write a short business letter with some
degree of correctness.

Dodged classification of beginners.Experienee has shown that it lid advan-
lageofis to make subdivisions of those who are classed as beginners. In gen-ral, It Is more advantageous to group In one beginning class the illiterates
those Who are unable to read or write their own language. These may be
again subill% bled Into a group that does not speak or understand any English
and another group that' speaks and understands little English. Likewise It is
advantageous to group together those who are educatt41 in their own language,
and these may be again subdivided into those who speak and understand no
English and those who speak and ,understand some EllgliPh. The following
outline will explain this plan of grohping:
.111 Beginners:

(al illiterate.
(Speak and mairstatal no English.) -

i Speak and understand some English.)
(I) Educated in own. language.

(Speak and understand no English.)
(Speak and understand mane English.)

(2) Intertnedinie beginners:
(a) Speak much English rather poorly or a little Engilithflulte well.
(b) Read simple English sentences with understanding.
(c) Write short sentences from dictation.'

18) Advancedbeginners:
(a) Talk about. matters of general Interest. i
(b) Read simple news items In daily paper..
(a) Write abort business letter.

et
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As indicated in the introduction, the essential work Of this committee was
to deal with methods for beginners. It seems whs..; however. to suggest that
when pupils have reached the stage of advanced beginners they are able to apply
their English to gaining instruction about our history, our institutions, our
civics, and such other general topics as may be of particular value to Individual
classes. e. g., at, .i of the post office and Its departments, of the weather bureau
and Its value to the citizen, buying real estate, building a home, borrowing
money, and so forth.

Principles governing the organization of tnaterial.Following the idea men-
tioned above. the subject matter of each lesson should be selected from the
common. every-day experience of pupils. Each lesson should be organized
around one central Idea which constitutes the general end- La the early lessons
this central idea or theme should be developed in not tare than 15 sentences.
It should be noted that the sentence rather than single words is taken as the
unit of language. The sentences should follow one another according to logical
sequence In time, since this is a great aid to the Memory of the pupil. It is
advisable to arrange the sentences in groups so that natural resting places will
occur In the theme. Ordinarily, 15 sentences should he arranged in throe
groups of rive each. However, in suggesting 1.7. scotemvs its the 111/W11111M
mimber for the early lesrns, it Is not intended to set this as it standard. A

theme may consist of thrX or four sentences; or. It might be possible to have
more. than 15. The short theme that follows will indicate the applleation of
the prIncIples so far mentioned:

Making the fire.
1. I close the dampers.
2.,I shake the crate.
3. I take out the ashes.
4. I put the ashes in tin Trot pall.
5. I take off.tio: lids. (Covers.)
6. I place paper in the lire-box.
7. I place wood lia the lire-box.
8. I put on a shovelful of coal.
9. I strike a mulch.
10. I light the paper.
11. I open the dampers.
12. I put un.the lids. (Covers.)
13. I brush off the stove.
14. The tire burns.
15. I put on more coal.
16. I close the stove-pipe dampers.
In cases if Illiterates and pupils of low mentality, the sentences in a given

lesson- should be short and very simple, closely connected and few In number.'
It will he found that some classes letual more rapidly than others. Con-
sequently, teachers may find that all the sentences in the theme can not be
developed In one lesson. If such is the case, they should develop only as ninny
as the class can assimilate an Ike the others to be taken up at a later time.

It will be noted that the connecting idea between the sentences in the theme
is that of succession hi time expressed by the words "and then"' understood.
The language used in the theme should be objective, 1. e.. such that is easily
dramatized or made intelligible to the pupil through the use of objective
waterlaL

Principal governing the teachini pricers. --We. have already recognized the
Importance of teaching the forein:born to speak and understand English as



well as to read and write it. To deVelop the ability to speak and underatand
the language, attention must be given to ear training, since it is ilwough"the ear
that we master language. We have already noted that the sentence is the unit
of language. Our method then shOuld deal from the beginning with sentences
rather than with vocabulary lists. In each sentence the most important word
is the verb. This should receive special drill and attention because it is in the
use of verbs that a large proportion of the nib:takes of iallIfUllgt.

In transmitting the idea to the mind of the pupil one or all of the following
devices may he employed:

(I) Dramatization: (al Act-ion; bt gesture: tel play of features and in-.
tlection of the voice.

(2) Objects.
GO Pictures. The inse of figurative language should be postponed until the

pupils have developed sufficient vocabulary so that explanations of abstractions
may in- made_ In teaching the theme, however, which eon-wowed of objective
language, the teacher shoilki also use such expression as "That Is good." "
like that." " Please try again," etc. These eonstitute expressions of COM-
mendation, judgment; or admonition. and may be classed tinder the heading of
subjective language. It will be foural titinecessitry to explain the meaning of
these phrases since the expression of the features and the inflection of the
voice convey the idea. tout of the objective language found in the theme and
the subjective language contributed by the teacher, eonverstitital will he natur-
ally developed, and conversations furnish excellent drill in the use of language.

Many of the textbooks for the teaching of English to the foreign-born em-
phasize the objective features of the direct method and many of the earlier
pages are devoted to exercises revolving about selected lbas of words arranged
in such fashion as "This is a hat." " Is this a coat?' " What is this?" "This
hi a book," etc. While this arrangement of material does not appear in the
theme plan as outlined above, the teacher ma; use question and answer exer-
cises to good advantage in reviewing vvhat.batialready been taught by the theme
plan. The great importance of variety in review work can not be too strongly
emphasized. Other devices for accomplishing this result are as follows: .

(a) Question the pupils, requiring answers that use words taught in the
sentences of the various themes.

(b) Let the pupils question each other about the le ens as soon as they
have gained sufficient vocabulary.

(c) Give commands either orally or in writing on the blackboard using vo-
cabulary previously taught and requiring a pupil to execute it command and
then tell what he did.

01) Dramatize universal activities, e. g:, buying a hat, applying for work.
soaking a deposit in a savings bank, etc. -

Teaching Rttgaish,prommar through use.--The formal rules and definitions of
grammar should have little place in this method, but a great amount of drill in
the use of grammatical forms and expretedons can 1w obtained by the tyze of
variants which can be introduced. Into the original theme. On general prin-
ciples it will probably be found advantageous through a series of lessons to
substitute for the personal pronoun " I " that occurs as the subject of each sen-
tence in the early themes, the other personal pronouns. It will also be found
possible by the use of the key words "to-day," " yesterday," and " to-morrow "
to get splendid drill in the tenses by teaching the pupils to say, "To-day I walk
to the door." " Yesterday I walked to the door." "To-morrow i shall walk to
the door," etc.,,

Teaching the blugUsh sounds. -- Experience has shown that -Hound drills are
valuable in classes of foreign-speaking people to aid In the correction of for-
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eige accent, enunciation, and pronunciation, and sometimes to furnish a key for
the recognition of new words. Care should be taken to avoid a waste of time in
this field, 'however, and the phonic period should be kept separate in order that
the reading exercise may not lose its continuity. Sound drills should be centered
around words that appear in the themes, but no pupils should be asked to
practice the sounds until the teacher has carefully shown how the sounds are

- developed.
Teaohkg proccaure.A common mistake, especially in the teaching of Eng-

lish to men and women who do not speak or understand any English, has been
to rely upon the printed page as the instrument by w'hleh to teach the
language. Experience has shown, however, that spoken language is best mas-
tered through the PR r. As a consequence, the teaching procedure should place
its first emphasis upon oral instruction and practice in speaking. Drill in the
rending of the language should be thought of as a second step in the teaching
process for beginners. The pupil should first be taught the meaning of the
theme through the devises of action. gesture, play of feafures, inflection'of the
voice, together with the use of objects anti pictures. After the ears of the pupils
have become accustomed to the sounds of the sentences as voiced by the
teacher and after they have grasped the meaning. they should then learn
through Imitation and repetition to say the English sentences. The process of
oral instruction and the practice In speaking should continue until the (van-
Dieted theme has been mastered.

As soon as the pupils nre able to repeat the sentences of the lesson under-
standingly. the teacher should write the lesson on the blackboard, sentence by
sentence. having the class read each sentence several times after it has been so
written. When the complete lesson is on the blackboard it should he read In
concert by the class as a whole asdthen, if possible, in whole or in part by each
member of the class. This lesson should then be copied Into :t notebgok pro-
vided for this purpose. In the above procedure, use Is first made of the ear in
listening, then of the mouth in repeating, then of the eye in reading from the
blackboard, and then of both the eye and the hand in copying into the notebook.
Teaching according to thislffen intensifies the language impressions made and
increases the student's chances of retaining the lessons taught.

Limitations on the featurex of dramatization, use of objects, etc.The cow-
mitteP desires to lay particular stress upon the importance of modifying the
application of 31 metinsl according to the particular needs of the class. It IS
for that reason that so much attention is given to the principle of classification
in the earlier part of this report. In classes of beginncka who do not speak or
understand any English. It will be found necessary to make use of the sug-
gested devices for dramatization, use of objects, etc,. In order that understand-
ing may be aroused in the minds of the pupils. Care should betaken, however,
that the use of these devices should be gradually discontinued as the class
Improves in its knowledge of English. Likewise, there may be classes of be-
ginners who have picked up some knowledge of English through their associa-
tion with English-speaking people. MP teacher who makes the mistake of
resorting to detailed dramatization and object teaching with these classes will
immediately forfeit the respect of the pupils and will discover a great loss of
interest in the lessons.

While it is possible to use similar lesson material with intermediate begin-
ners, namely, those who can already speak and understand some English, the
teacher should begin the work of reading from the blackboard. leaflet, or book
at once using objects and action-work only when necessary.

How long should the theme form of lesson °vont:alien bc, UsodfThe
committee recognises that a difference of opinion exists as to the number of
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lesssous that should be introduced in the theme form We feel that the matter
of passing from the theme plan to the paragraph plan depends upon the ability
and previous preparation of It.....stutlent rather than upon any stated number
of 101.44111S. As a rule, with real beginnerts, 25 or 30 themes of about 15 sentences
earl) may be used advantage before lessons are organized in regular para-
graph !unit.

Respect ruli
W. M. ROIIKISTS. Chairman.

Asst. 8upe:intendint of Schools, i'hienyo. Ill.
E. FINCH,
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T. K. SPENcica,
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Van Dyke, H. The spirit of America. New York, The Macmillan Co., 1910.
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TAR IMMIGRANT'S MIND.

Antin, Mary. The wombats! lnd. Boston !etc.), Houghton MIMI!' Co., 1912.
$2.00.

Bridges, Hornet. J. on becoming an American.. Boston, Mitrshall Jotleaa
212 Sumner Street, 1018. $1.75.

°obeli, Rose. Out of the shadow. New York, ileum. IL Doran Co.. 244
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Rile, Jacob. Thwinaking of nn American. New York [etc.), The Macmillan
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Steiner, Edward k> From alien to citizen. New York [etc.], Fleming H.
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Stern,E. 0. .my mother and I. New York, The Macmillan Co., 1917. $1.06.
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Bagot, R. Italians of today. Chicago, III., F. 0. Browne, 1913. $1.25.
Balch, E. 0. Our Slavic fellow citizens. New York, Charities Pnb lication com-

mittee, 105 East Twenty-second Street, 1910. $2.50.
Barnes, Mary C., and Barnes: 1.enittel C. The new America,a study in immi-
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Bogardus, Emory S. Essentials of Americanization. Parts 2 and 3. Los
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Commons, John R. Rows and immigrants in America. New York lete.l,
The Macmillan t!o.,.61 Fifth Avenue, 1915. $1.50.

Graham, Stephen. IVIth the floor immitrrants to-America (Slays,. New York,
The Macmillan Co., 1914. $2.25.

Knox, George William. The spirit of the. orient. New York, Thomas Y.
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Steiner, Edward A. On the trail of the immigrant. New York [etc.), Fleming
Ii. Revell & Co., 158 Fifth Avenue, 1906. $1.50.

Ruppin, Arthur. The Jews of today. New York; Henry Holt & Co., 19 West
Forty-fourth Street. 1913. $1.75.

Van Norman, L. E. Poland. knight among nations. New York,aFietning it.
Revell & Co., 190. $1.50.
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